


Revisit and Review

Let’s practise Sam’s Sounds and Common Exception Words!

moreFebruarybeforeJanuaryAprilJuly
eaie



Teach

Watch the magic pencil write the words. Can 
you join in?

This week, we are learning to spell the 
common exception words please and lived.
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Teach

Today, we are learning to write words that contain -ed.



Teach

The children were excited that they were going to do some art. Mr 
Adams covered the tables with newspaper and put out the tools 
that the children were going to need. Mrs Tan explained the 
activity to the children. She reminded the children to take care
with their work and to keep clean!



Teach

Kit, Sam, Gabi and Jake were all at the same table. Kit lifted one 
of the black stones from the middle of the table. He lifted his arm 
up and pretended the stone was falling. “Watch out! My space rock
is landing on Planet Earth!” said Kit, giggling. Sam, Gabi and Jake 
laughed. 



Teach

The children each chose a stone and some paint. Then, they started 
to splatter the paint over their stones, using a paintbrush. 
“This is so much fun!” shouted Sam excitedly.
Mrs Tan came over to Sam. “Yes, Sam. This is fun! Please be 
careful not to get paint on your clothes,” she said.



The tables are covered with newspaper. Kit notices some jumbled up 
letters on the newspaper. Rearrange the jumbled letters to make real 

words. Write down the words.

Hint: They are all verbs with -ed at the end of them.
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NEWS
c sh ed a r crashed 
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NEWS
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NEWS
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Teach

NEWS
u m p ed jjumped

Check



What Is Mr Adams Saying?
Practise

A teacher pops into Kit and Sam’s classroom 
and is chatting to Mr Adams. Click on Mr 

Adams and write down the words you hear 
him say.

Hint: All of the words end with -ed.
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Practise

Check

needed
hunted
wished
splashed
waited
licked



Apply

It was not Sam that Mrs Tan should have been worried about… Kit 
was struggling and splatting the paint onto his stone. Paint was 
going everywhere and on everyone at his table!



Sentence Time

Kit is enjoying this art 
activity. He is so busy 

that he does not realise 
where the paint is 

going! Who is going to 
tell him to pay more 

attention? Look at the 
picture and write a 
sentence to match.

Apply



Apply

“Kit, please stop spraying me with 
paint!” shouted Sam.

ShowSound Buttons On/Off



Apply

Kit looked up at Sam. Suddenly, he realised what was happening. 
No wonder it was taking ages to get paint on his stone! He wished 
he had an apron on. What would Mrs Tan say when she sees him? 
Would Mum be cross with him, too?



Today, we have learnt…

The adventure continues next lesson!

Adding -ed




